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**Purpose:** To elucidate differences between the perivascular space (PVS) in the basal ganglia (BG) versus that found in white matter (WM) using heavily T2-weighted FLAIR (hT2-FL) in terms of 1) signal intensity on non-contrast enhanced images, and 2) the degree of contrast enhancement by intravenous single dose administration of gadolinium based contrast agent (IV-SD-GBCA).

**Materials and Methods:** Eight healthy men and 13 patients with suspected endolymphatic hydrops were included. No subjects had renal insufficiency. All subjects received IV-SD-GBCA. MR cisternography (MRC) and hT2-FL images were obtained prior to and 4 h after IV-SD-GBCA. The signal intensity of the PVS in the BG, subinsular WM, and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in Ambient cistern (CSFAC) and CSF in Sylvian fissure (CSFSyl) was measured as well as that of the thalamus. The signal intensity ratio (SIR) was calculated by dividing the intensity by that of the thalamus. We used 5% as a threshold to determine the significance of the statistical test.

**Results:** In the pre-contrast scan, the SIR of the PVS in WM (Mean ± standard deviation, 1.83 ± 0.46) was significantly higher than that of the PVS in the BG (1.05 ± 0.154), CSFSyl (1.03 ± 0.15) and the CSFAC (0.97 ± 0.29). There was no significant difference between the SIR of the PVS in the BG compared to the CSFAC and CSFSyl. For the evaluation of the contrast enhancement effect, significant enhancement was observed in the PVS in the BG, the CSFAC and the CSFSyl compared to the pre-contrast scan. No significant contrast enhancement was observed in the PVS in WM.

**Conclusion:** The signal intensity difference between the PVS in the BG versus WM on pre-contrast images suggests that the fluid composition might be different between these PVSs. The difference in the contrast enhancement between the PVSs in the BG versus WM suggests a difference in drainage function.
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**Introduction**

Virchow-Robin spaces (VRSs), also known as perivascular spaces (PVSs), surround the walls of vessels as they course from the subarachnoid space through the brain parenchyma. Dilated VRSs are frequently observed in three characteristic locations. Type I VRSs appear along the lenticulostriate arteries entering the basal ganglia (BG). Type II VRSs are found along the paths of the perforating medullary arteries as they move through the cortical gray matter into the white matter. Type III VRSs appear in the midbrain. In elderly patients, hyperintense lesions in the deep subcortical white matter including dilated VRSs are frequently observed on T2-weighted MR images. Perivascular spaces are usually believed to show visually similar signal intensity to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) on most MR pulse sequences. However, PVSs have a slightly different signal intensity from CSF with quantitative analysis, suggesting that the content of the PVS may be interstitial fluid, not CSF. In type II VRSs, subinsular PVSs are quite common. The subinsular T2-bright structures are visualized typically as a featherlike configuration in 95% of subjects. Histological analysis shows that the subinsular T2-bright structures correspond to dilated PVSs. In another pathological study, the subinsular T2-bright area corresponded not only to dilated perivascular space, but also to demyelination and gliosis. It has been reported that the PVSs in the BG and in subcortical white matter (WM) differ both morphologically and functionally.
functionally. On high resolution MR images, the PVSs in WM lack an apparent communication with the subarachnoid space, unlike the PVSs in the BG. The number of PVS in the BG were correlated significantly with hypertension and lacunar stroke; however in WM, the number of PVS were correlated with hypertension but not with lacunar stroke. It is speculated that the PVSs in WM may reflect dilated interstitial fluid spaces as well as cerebral amyloid angiopathy.

The heavily T₂-weighted 3D-fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequence (hT₂-FL) is quite sensitive to subtle alterations of fluid composition. This sequence permitted the visualization of contrast enhancement of the PVSs in the BG at 4 h after intravenous administration of single dose gadolinium based contrast agent (IV-SD-GBCA) in subjects with normal renal function.

The purpose of the present study was to elucidate differences between the PVS in the BG versus that found in WM using hT₂-FL imaging in terms of 1) signal intensity on non-contrast enhanced images, and 2) the degree of contrast enhancement after IV-SD-GBCA.

Materials and Methods

Eight healthy men (ages: 29–53) and 13 patients with suspected endolymphatic hydrops (4 men, 9 women; ages: 27–74) were included in this study. All subjects received single dose IV-GBCA of 0.1 mmol/kg body weight using Gadoteridol (Gd-HP-DO3A: ProHance, Eisai Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). In this study, we defined renal insufficiency as the history of proteinuria within 3 months or an estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) of less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m². No subjects had renal insufficiency.

Magnetic resonance cisternography (MRC) and hT₂-FL images were obtained on a 3T scanner (Magnetom Verio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) prior to and 4 h after IV-SD-GBCA. All MR scans were performed using a 32-channel array head coil and generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA) (acceleration factor of 2). Echo trains for the signal readout, slice thickness, FOV, matrix size and slice position were identical in both the MRC and hT₂-FL images. The voxel size was 0.5 × 0.5 × 1.0 mm³. All sequences utilized a frequency selective fat suppression pre-pulse. Further details of the MR parameters are listed in Table 1. Pulse sequence parameters and the image evaluation method for the PVSs in the BG, thalamus for signal reference, and CSF in the ambient cistern were identical to a previous study.

On the axial MRC parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-PC) line, a ROI was drawn bilaterally in the BG, the high signal intensity area in the subinsular region, the CSF in the ambient cistern and in the Sylvian fissure as well as in the center of the thalami for signal reference. Details of the ROI placement are described as follows.

The PVSs in the BG were defined as “small, sharply delineated structures with CSF-like intensity on MRC that followed the course of the perforating arteries.” If a CSF-like
signal area of 3 mm or above was found, coronal reformatting was performed to exclude the CSF containing lacunes by checking the shape. A circular 1 cm diameter ROI for the PVS in the basal ganglia was placed according to instructions described in the previous study. The instruction is indicated briefly below. Some part of the image data had been utilized in the previous report.

“Select the highest axial MRC slice that contains both the AC and PC. Draw a vertical line along the center of the interhemispheric fissure (line V). Draw a horizontal line perpendicular to line V through the AC (line H). Draw an ROI posterior to line H contacting the anterior edge of the circle. The distance between the contacting point and midline should be 25–30 mm. The ROI should be placed to cover as much PVS as possible on MRC. If the VRS is not clear on MRC, a distance of 27.5 mm should be employed.” Then, the ROIs were copied onto the hT2-FL image and the signal intensity of the ROI was measured.

For the measurements of the PVSs in WM, we used the subinsular region. Parallel linear T2-high signal structures were frequently seen, which correspond to the aggregation of short PVSs in a comb- or feather-like configuration in this region. The aggregation of PVSs allows signal measurement by an ROI. The 3 mm diameter ROIs were placed within the subinsular high signal intensity area on the MRC. It was instructed that the position of the slice and placement of the ROI should be selected to cover as many PVSs as possible on the MRC (Fig. 1).

Circular ROIs of 1 cm diameter were placed in the bilateral thalami on the same slice as the PVSs in the BG at 1 cm lateral to the midline. The 3 mm diameter ROIs were placed within the bilateral CSF spaces of the Sylvian fissure and the ambient cistern while avoiding the vessels. Then, the ROIs were copied onto the hT2-FL image and the signal intensity of the ROI was measured. We chose the ambient cistern for the signal measurement of the CSF according to our previous study. In the ambient cistern and Sylvian fissure, the apparent signal decrease of the CSF due to flow was not seen on MRC and a significant contrast enhancement was detected on the hT2-FL image in the previous study of normal volunteers. The CSF signal in the Sylvian fissure was also measured, considering the distance from receiver coil. The distance from the receiver coil to the ambient cistern is larger than that to subinsular region. The difference of the distance between that from the receiver coil to the Sylvian fissure and that from the receiver coil to the subinsular region is small. One experienced neuroradiologist placed the ROIs on the MRC.

The signal intensity ratio (SIR) was defined as: \( \text{SIR} = \frac{\text{SI of the ROI of the PVSs or the ROI of the CSF}}{\text{SI of the thalami}} \). The bilateral values were averaged and

**Fig. 1** A 31-year-old healthy man. An example of the ROI placement in the perivascular space of the right subinsular white matter. (a) A 3 mm circular ROI is placed to include the structures with high signal intensity in the subinsular white matter on the axial MR cisternography (MRC) image parallel to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-PC) line (arrow). This ROI is copied onto the corresponding heavily T2-weighted 3D-fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) image (b) to measure the signal intensity (long arrow). Similarly, an ROI is placed on the other side and both sides were averaged for use in further analysis. (b) A corresponding heavily T2-weighted 3D-FLAIR image obtained prior to contrast administration. The ROI was copied from the MRC image (long arrow) to the subinsular white matter of the right side. Multiple linear or featherlike structures representing the perivascular spaces in the white matter in the corresponding left side subinsular area show high signal intensity even on this non-contrast enhanced image (short arrows).
used to evaluate the difference of the fluid composition in the PVS in the BG (PVS_{BG}) and the PVS in the subinsular white matter region (PVS_{WM}) compared to the CSF. We compared the pre-contrast SIR of the PVS_{BG} and PVS_{WM} to the CSF in the ambient cistern (CSF_{AC}) and the CSF in the Sylvian fissure (CSF_{Syl}) using a univariate type III repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). A Bonferroni correction was employed for multiple comparisons. To evaluate the presence of contrast enhancement in each compartment, the SIR of the CSF_{AC}, CSF_{Syl}, PVS_{BG}, and PVS_{WM} and the signal intensity of the thalami were compared prior to, and 4 h post, IV-SD-GBCA using a paired Student’s t-test. We used 5% as a threshold to determine the significance of the statistical test. software R (version 3.3.2, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, https://www.R-project.org/) was used for the statistical analyses.

For the healthy volunteers’ scans, the medical ethics committee of our institution approved the study and written informed consent was obtained from all volunteers. For the patients’ retrospective study, the medical ethics committee of our institution approved this retrospective study with a waiver of written informed consent from the patients.

Results

In the pre-contrast hT_{2}-FL scan, the SIR of the PVS_{WM} (Mean ± standard deviation, 1.83 ± 0.46) was significantly higher than that of the PVS_{BG} (1.05 ± 0.15, P < 0.001), the CSF_{Syl} (1.03 ± 0.15, P < 0.001) and the CSF_{AC} (0.97 ± 0.29, P < 0.001). There were no significant differences between the SIR of the PVS_{BG} and the CSF_{AC}, the CSF_{AC} and the CSF_{Syl}, and the PVS_{BG} and the CSF_{Syl} in the pre-contrast hT_{2}-FL scan (Fig. 2).

In the evaluation of the contrast enhancement effect, there is no significant difference in the mean signal intensity of the thalami between the values on the images obtained prior to and 4 h after contrast administration (6.20 ± 1.37 in pre-contrast, 5.92 ± 1.33 in post-contrast, P = 0.224, Fig. 3).

No significant enhancement was observed in the SIR of the PVS_{WM} (1.83 ± 0.47 in pre-contrast, 1.94 ± 0.45 in post-contrast, P = 0.11). The significant enhancement was observed in the PVS_{BG} (1.05 ± 0.15 in pre-contrast, 1.57 ± 0.34 in post-contrast, P < 0.001), CSF_{AC} (0.97 ± 0.28 in pre-contrast, 2.59 ± 0.77 in post-contrast, P < 0.001) and CSF_{Syl} (1.03 ± 0.15 in pre-contrast, 2.61 ± 0.78 in post-contrast, P < 0.001) (Fig. 3). Representative images are shown in Fig. 4.

Discussion

In the pre-contrast images of the present study, the SIR of the PVS_{WM} was significantly higher than the SIR of the CSF_{Syl} and the SIR of the PVSs in the BG. Both PVS_{WM} and PVS_{BG} showed bright signal on MRC. Therefore, the signal difference on pre-contrast hT_{2}-FL images between PVS_{WM} and PVS_{BG} might be due to the difference of their T_2 values. Significant enhancement of the PVS_{WM} was not observed; however, significant enhancement of the PVS in the BG and the CSF was seen in subjects without renal insufficiency in the present study. These differences between the PVSs in the BG versus that in WM suggest two things. First, the fluid composition of the PVS_{BG} and that in the PVS_{WM} may be different. Second, the differences in contrast enhancement between the PVS_{BG} and the PVS_{WM} suggest that the drainage function within the glymphatic system of these PVSs may be different.

On routine fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images, it is believed that the PVS has low signal intensity. The PVS is usually seen in MR images of aged subjects; however, the PVS can be visualized in 80% of pediatric patients using routine MR images, when carefully reviewed. Histologically, the PVS is bounded by a sheet of leptomeninges, and the arterial wall in the cortical and subcortical areas. In the BG, two layers of leptomeninges cover the PVS and separate it from the subpial space. This histological difference between the PVS_{BG} and the PVS_{WM} might be the basis for the difference in image appearance in the present study.

The functions of the PVS are believed to be multiple, including solute distribution and waste clearance in the brain. The PVSs are routes for the glymphatic or CSF-interstitial pathway. Perivascular localization of aquaporin-4 (AQP4) facilitates the clearance of interstitial solutes, including amyloid-beta, through a brain-wide network of perivascular pathways termed the glymphatic system, which may be compromised in the aging brain. Another function of the PVS is as part of the neuroimmune system. In the post-capillary PVSs, macrophages and T-cells reside as part of blood–brain barrier (BBB) and help to modulate neuroinflammatory responses.

Gadolinium deposition in the brain is an important issue in the medical community. The glymphatic system is speculated as a route for gadolinium penetration into the brain, Therefore, a better understanding of the function of PVSs is
quite important, not only for general neuroscience research, but also to address specifically the issue of gadolinium deposition in the brain. There are multiple reports regarding differences between the PVS\textsubscript{BG} and the PVS\textsubscript{WM}.

The severity of PVS dilation in the BG correlates with lacunar stroke, but that of PVS dilation in WM does not.\textsuperscript{5} Alternatively, the PVS\textsubscript{WM} is speculated to be a marker of amyloid angiopathy,\textsuperscript{6} as well as an emerging marker of small vessel disease in aging and dementia.\textsuperscript{25,26} One histological study also reported that the PVS\textsubscript{WM} is significantly associated with the severity of cerebral amyloid angiopathy.\textsuperscript{25} The PVS\textsubscript{WM} is also reported to be a marker of mild traumatic brain injury and is suggested to be a marker of neuroinflammation.\textsuperscript{27}

The size of the PVS is also a cause of the differences observed on MR images. Contrast enhancement on the delayed hT\textsubscript{2}-FL images has been reported in the PVSs of the BG.\textsuperscript{10,24} However, a lack of enhancement of the extremely large PVS in the BG using the same technique has also been reported.\textsuperscript{28} Scan timing after IV-SD-GBCA might be a future topic of research for the visualization of enhancement in the

**Fig. 3** (a) A comparison of the mean signal intensity of the thalami between the values on the images obtained prior to (Pre) and 4 h after contrast administration (4 h). There is no significant difference. (b) A comparison of the mean signal intensity ratio (SIR) of the perivascular space in white matter (PVS\textsubscript{WM}) between the values on the images obtained Pre and 4 h after contrast administration (4 h). There is no significant difference. (c) A comparison of the mean SIR of the perivascular space in the basal ganglia (PVS\textsubscript{BG}) between the values on the images obtained Pre and 4 h after contrast administration (4 h). There is a significant difference ($P < 0.001$). (d) A comparison of the mean SIR of the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) in the ambient cistern (CSF\textsubscript{AC}) between the values on the images obtained Pre and 4 h after contrast administration (4 h). There is significant difference ($P < 0.001$). (e) A comparison of the mean SIR of the CSF in the Sylvian fissure (CSF\textsubscript{Syl}) between the values on the images obtained Pre and 4 h after contrast administration (4 h). There is significant difference ($P < 0.001$).
various PVSs. Scans acquired at times other than 4 h after IV-SD-GBCA might reveal enhancement of the PVS_{WM} and the giant PVS in the basal ganglia.

It has been reported that the enhancement of the PVS_{BG} was inversely correlated with the volume of endolymphatic hydrops in the cochlea, but the volume of the PVS_{BG} was not. Further study is warranted to reveal the relationship between the PVS_{WM} and endolymphatic hydrops.

There are some limitations to the present study. First, we included only a small number of subjects, and used manually placed small ROIs, although the ROIs were drawn according to carefully detailed guidelines. Second, the ROIs for the PVS_{WM} might have included some gliosis around the PVS. Although care was taken to avoid this contamination, it might have caused an increase in the signal intensity of the ROI on the hT_{2}-FL images. We always confirmed visually that the structures with higher signal intensity that corresponded to the PVS_{WM} occupied the majority of the ROI for the PVS_{WM} on MRC and on the pre-contrast hT_{2}-FL images. There is no direct contact with CSF in the subinsular WM area. There is the insular cortex between the subinsular WM area and CSF in Sylvian fissure. Therefore, the effect of CSF on the signal intensity values of PVS_{WM} might be small. Third, the ROI for the PVS_{BG} included surrounding low signal brain parenchyma. Therefore, the partial volume effect from the brain parenchyma might have influenced the signal intensity values of the ROI for PVS_{BG}. However, we have not visually noticed any higher signal of PVSs in BG compared to brain parenchyma on the pre-contrast hT_{2}-FL images, thus the partial volume effect from the brain parenchyma on the signal intensity values of PVS_{BG} in the pre-contrast hT_{2}-FL images might be small. Last, we only evaluated the subinsular area of the PVS_{WM}. There are some linearly visualized PVSs in other WM areas, but their distribution is sparse and a consistent signal intensity measurement would be very difficult due to their small diameter (Fig. 4). However, the high signal intensity in the subinsular area is consistently observed even in younger subjects on the pre-contrast hT_{2}-FL images.

Conclusions
The signal intensity difference between the PVS_{BG} and the PVS_{WM} on pre-contrast hT_{2}-FL images suggests that the fluid composition of these PVSs might be different. The difference in contrast enhancement between the PVS_{BG} and the PVS_{WM} suggests a difference in their drainage functions within the glymphatic system of the brain. Further study is warranted to investigate the potential for the signal intensity of the PVS_{WM} on hT_{2}-FL imaging as a new imaging biomarker for the evaluation of various neurological disorders.
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